
Avolites to showcase brand new ‘Quartz’ compact console at PLASA    

UK – Avolites is going down the ‘size matters’ route at this year’s PLASA London, showcasing new wings to
enlarge its industry-leading consoles, and unveiling a brand new, compact console aimed at the touring market.

The Avolites team will be on stands M10 and M20 at London’s ExCel for PLASA, which runs from 5-8 October
2014. First up, they will be offering hands-on demos of the new Quartz console.

“Quartz is the newest addition to the Titan Mobile family, complete with on-board processing and a bright,
vibrant 12.1? screen,” says Avolites Sales Manager, Stephen Baird Smith. “Super compact, measuring only
42.5cm wide, the Quartz is positioned as the ideal companion for lighting projects ranging from touring and
festivals to clubs and one-offs. It is Avolites’ smallest fully-featured console.

“Featuring the same high quality faders and hardware you’ve come to expect from Avolites, the
Quartz can go anywhere you can, ideal for life on the road.

“Offering full compatibility with Multi user, the Quartz is also perfect for use as a back-up or extra programming
surface, cutting your programming time. Quartz is ready to benefit from multi band Sound to Light Triggering
functionality, offered in Titan version 9.”

Also on stand will be the Avolites Tiger Touch Fader Wing, which has the same profile as the Tiger Touch II and
features 30 playback faders all electronically labelled with an LCD screen.

Avolites will also be exhibiting its ‘ultimate in live control’ Sapphire Touch and new Wing, offering an additional
30 motorised faders and a third hi res touch screen.

The full Titan range is also available for demo and hands-on experience, running the amazing software features
of the new Titan Version 8, packed full of the latest features to enhance the Titan experience and take your
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shows to the next level!

As well as the entire Titan range, Avolites will be showcasing the Ai S2 media server, which offers all the
benefits of Avolites’ powerful hardware in a server drastically reduced in size and cost. Also on the stand will be
latest Ai Infinity EX servers, and the Sapphire Media.

The team has spent 12 months listening carefully to what users felt they needed from the next installment of Ai.
The results of this user led development process are illustrated in an impressive version 8 feature set and a
more unified workspace that delivers ‘everything you always wanted’ in a media server. It’s truly a game changer.

Avolites will be on stand M10 and M20 at London’s ExCel for PLASA, which runs from 5-8 October 2014.

www.avolites.com
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